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What is an operating system? 

An operating system (OS) is software 
that starts up a computer and keeps it 
running and responding to your com-
mands. Operating systems have sever-
al important jobs. An operating system 

• Runs applications (useful pro-
grams like word processors, calcula-
tors, and so on) and enables you to in-
teract with them. 

• Creates and maintains the user in-
terface that you see onscreen, such as 
the icons you click and the dialog box-
es you see. 

• Controls and manages the file stor-
age system, so you can save and open 
data files in your applications and 
manage the files that run your applica-
tions. 
Communicates with the hardware, giv-
ing it instructions to accomplish the 
tasks you request, such as printing 
your work 

Don’t look to the operating system for 
fun or productivity — that’s not its 
job. For example, you can’t use it to 
produce a newsletter, send an email, 
draw a picture, or look something up 
online. However, the operating system 
contributes to all those activities be-
cause it enables applications to run 
that can do all those things. 

When did the operating system 
start? 

The earliest computers were main-
frames that lacked any form of operat-
ing system. Each user had sole use of 

 
the machine for a scheduled period of time and would arrive at the 
computer with program and data, often on punched paper cards 
and magnetic or paper tape. The program would be loaded into the 
machine, and the machine would be set to work until the program 
completed or crashed. Programs could generally be debugged via a 
control panel using dials, toggle switches and panel lights. Sym-
bolic languages, assemblers and compilers were developed for 
programmers to translate symbolic program-code into machine 
code that previously would have been hand-encoded. Later ma-
chines came with libraries of support code on punched cards or 
magnetic tape, which would be linked to the user's program to as-
sist in operations such as input and output. This was the genesis of 
the modern-day operating system; however, machines still ran a 
single job at a time. 

The first operating system used for real work was produced in 
1956 by General Motors. Most other early operating systems for 
IBM mainframes were also produced by customers.  Early operat-
ing systems were very diverse, with each vendor or customer pro-
ducing one or more operating systems specific to their particular 
mainframe computer. Every operating system, even from the same 
vendor, could have radically different models of commands, oper-
ating procedures, and such facilities as debugging aids. Typically, 
each time the manufacturer brought out a new machine, there 
would be a new operating system, and most applications would 
have to be manually adjusted, recompiled, and retested. 
The state of affairs continued until the 1960s when IBM, already a 
leading hardware vendor, stopped work on existing systems and 
put all its effort into developing the System/360 series of ma-
chines, all of which used the same instruction and input/output ar-
chitecture. IBM intended to develop a single operating system for 
the new hardware. Because of performance differences across the 
hardware range and delays with software development, a whole 
family of operating systems was introduced instead of a single 
one. 
Beginning in the mid-1970s, a new class of small 8bit computers 
came onto the marketplace. these systems started out as kit-based 
hobbyist computers but soon evolved into an essential business 
tool. While many eight-bit home computers of the 1980s, such as 
the BBC Micro, Commodore 64, Apple II series, the Atari 8-bit, 
the Amstrad CPC, ZX Spectrum series and others could load a 
third-party disk-loading operating system, they were generally 
used without one. Their built-in operating systems were designed 
in an era when floppy disk drives were very expensive and not ex-
pected to be used by most users, so the standard storage device on 
most was a tape drive using standard compact cassettes. Most, if 
not all, of these computers shipped with a built-in BASIC interpreter on 
ROM, allowing the user to load a separate disk operating system 
to perform file management commands and load and save to disk.  
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Early Data Storage Media: 

                              Floppy Disks 
The most popular home computer, the Commodore 64, was a 
notable exception, as its DOS was on ROM in the disk drive 
hardware, and the drive was addressed identically to printers, 
modems, and other external devices. As time progressed the 
operating system was loaded onto floppy disks and installed 
on the computer. This had to be done every time you booted 
up the computer! When more affordable hard drives were 
produced the operating system was installed on these, which 
is the method we use today. 
 
Windows – DOS then Windows 3.1, 95, 98, ME, XP, Vista, 
7, 8 & 10. The Windows 10 OS for mobile devices such as 
the smartphone & MS surface tablet is slightly different to 
the PC version. 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 

Mac –  The early macs used the System 1 – 7 series. Then 
Kodiak, Cheetah, Puma, Jaguar, Panther, Tiger, Leopard, 
Snow Lepoard, Lion, Mountain Lion, Mavericks, Yosemite, 
EI Captain, Sierra, High Sierra & Mojave. This operating 
system is used on Mac desktops & laptops. 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 

iOS – It started with version 2.1 (OS1) to version 2.3 (OS3). 
Then version 2.4 (iOS4 to version 2.12 (iOS12) This operat-
ing system is used on iPhones & iPad’s. 
 
 
 
 
 

 

                                     Cassette Tape 
 
Android – It started with version 1, which had no 
name in Sept 2008. Then we had Petit Four, Cupcake, 
Donut, Éclair, Froyo, Gingerbread, Honeycomb, Ice 
cream sandwich, Jelly Bean, KitKat, Lollipop, Marsh-
mallow, Nougat, Oreo & Pie. This operating system 
is used on many tablets & phones including Sam-
sung, LG, Nokia, HTC, Oppo etc. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

Unix/Linux/Ubuntu 

The Unix operating system was conceived and imple-
mented in 1969 at AT&T's Bell Laboratories in the 
USA. It was first released in 1971 and was initially 
entirely written in assembly language, a common 
practice at the time. Later, Unix was re-written in the 
programming language C. The availability of an oper-
ating system written in a high-level language allowed 
easier portability to different computer platforms. 
Unix quickly grew and became widely adopted by 
academic institutions and businesses.  

Linux is a Unix-like computer 
operating system. Linux was 
originally developed as a free 
operating system for Intel x86-
based personal computers. It has 
since been ported to more com-
puter hardware platforms than 
any other operating system. It is a 

leading operating system on servers and other big iron 
systems such as mainframe computers and supercom-
puters:more than 90% of today's 500 fastest super-
computers run some variant of Linux,including the 10 
fastest.  


